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the mechanism to control the implementation of the plan is the control it, whose purpose is to verify the effectiveness and the implementation of the company's strategies and to ensure the correct follow-up to the goals laid down. the control process enables to
modify or cancel the plan if it does not respond to the actions that are necessary to maintain the competitive advantage of the company (rosa, 2001). the control will also be necessary to carry out the various aspects of the business, which will give a definition of

the main strategic alternatives that may be adopted to ensure that the objectives are achieved. finally, the control process will include monitoring or the activity of the company, allowing it to determine the success of the plans and the actions that were
implemented. sonkin, gertrude and chessin, susan, derivatively on behalf of public service company of indiana, plaintiffs, v. barker, menscer, blacklidge, campbell, hannig, jones, perelman, pinnell, stoner, swezey, rehnstrom, pennington and shields, defendants.

nos. 1:07-cv-201-c, 1:08-cv-103-c, dc no. 1:07-cv-201. pennington, richard b. ed ph.d. chairman, public service commission media relations/public information m/c-424 public service company of indiana 901 e. michigan avenue terre haute, in 47807-2211 dr.
pennington july 7, 2016 to: richard.pennington@psci.org subject: corporate governance assessments proposed for indiana public service companies for your information dr. richard b. pennington chairman, public service commission of indiana 901 e. michigan

avenue terre haute, in 47807-2211
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by planning, are analyzed key challenges, the strategic direction (smith,1989) and strategic alternatives
that seem appropriate for the company (smith, 1989). in this sense, each organization develops a
business strategy based on its needs and opportunities. these must respond to the analysis of its

situation and their objective is to create value and identify a competitive advantage (marks, 1990). this
process, the company will seek to develop its main strategic areas, as well as, determine the concrete

objectives that must be achieved in the short, medium and long term, as well as, those that must be left
for the next plan (harford and moran, 2002). the company must determine the objectives of the plan, the

means to achieve it and the financial implications of the strategy. this strategic planning process is
performed both internally, to build understanding and support among employees, and externally, to be
competitive, and that the implementation of its strategic policy (rosa, 2001). the first task is to establish

a conceptual framework that will guide the development of a plan that outlines the objectives of the
company. the strategic planning process involves the following stages: stage 2: create the plan. the
creation of the plan takes place within the existing organizational structure and must determine the

objectives, strategies and plans that the company must implement throughout the year. in this sense,
the strategic plan must be a clear guide that will help the organization to reach its objectives. stage 3:
the implementation and control. successful implementation of the strategic plan is a true test of the

success of the activities that the company takes. the process of implementation means that the
activities that were elaborated in the plan will be achieved, but this must be done in the immediate term

(qvines, 1991). 5ec8ef588b
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